[p53 mutation and chemoresistance in oral-maxillofacial squamous cell carcinoma. Role of p53 in the cell cycle control and in the modulating action of chemotherapeutic agents].
p53 is a "tumor suppressor gene" with a basic function in the cellular cycle control and subsequently in the induction of the neoplastic process. p53 found changed in the majority of malignant human tumors. In the oral and maxillofacial cancers p53 mutations varies from 4% to 60% of the cases. Researches in vitro in tumors of the colon-rectum, breast, lung, ovary, testicle, bladder and in leukaemia, show a correlation between p53 overexpression (mutation) and resistance to the anti-tumor agents. The functional connection between the p53 and the chemotherapic drugs action which cause a direct DNA damage, is the apoptosis, a physiologic mechanism activated by p53 for regulating cell growth but also indispensable for the cytotoxic effects (apoptosis is an irreversible process culminating in cell death). Loss of the p53 activity (mutation) in the tumoral cells determines non-activation of the apoptosis and the drug resistance. These results have led to early clinical applications. In the breast cancers the p53 is already utilized as chemoresistance marker, directing the therapy, if changed to alternative drugs (Taxolo) which have a p53-independent action. Even into cell lung cancers a retroviral vector containing the wild-type p53 gene was produced to mediate transfer of wild-type p53, noting tumor regression. In oral and maxillofacial tumors surgery is elective. It is emphasized that, in advanced cancers, it is included in multimode protocols where the neoadjuvant chemotherapy has an important clinical function, with precise indications. The possibility to determine previously the p53 "status" in the cancer cells by genetic study, may give a specific factor of screening, indicative of the tumor chemoresponse, together with other well-known prognostic factors, with advantage for the therapeutic programming and especially for the known surgical treatment.